
HERSHEY MIDDLE SCHOOL
TRACK & FIELD 2021

Information Sheet
www.hershey.k12.pa.us/hmstrack

Who are the coaches?
Coach Kammerer – Sprints & Hurdles; 100, 200, 400, 4x100, 100/110 Hurdles
Coach Dailey – Long Distance; 800, 1600, 4x400
Coach Jones – Jumps
TBA - Throws
Ms. Bartal – Athletic Trainer

I’ve updated what I could as of this point (1/9/21) but most will still apply!  We will not 
change how we do practices & meets!  COVID will have specifics and I’ll make that a 
separate link later.  Please be flexible!

Congratulations on making it through the physical process! We know how daunting it
can be for a first time athlete. At this point, we should have your physical on file with the
athletic trainer, Ms. Bartal. Coaches do NOT need to see the forms. Also, you should
have filled out your google document that coach would have sent you. If you have not
done the physical process and plan on turning in the first day, you are not grouped or
ready to start practice. You will have to sit out until the athletic trainer have approved
your physical form.

What happens the first day?

The first day of practice will be Tuesday, March 16, 2021 until 4:30. When you are off
school, we will not have practice!  First, we will get pictures for the website and the year
book. Next, coaches will introduce themselves. The lineleaders will be introduced prior
to  going  outside.  Every  day,  the  line  leaders  will  take  attendance  and  report  any
absentees to the manager. Every attendance is counted and recorded. According to
PIAA rules, an athlete must have attended 10 practices prior to getting in a meet. Our
first meet is March 31. If you need a snack, please bring it and eat it during the meeting.
You need to bring water with you for every practice. It will be your responsibility to bring
to practice and to take your stuff back to the school. We will go out to the track. We
practice on the cinder track down by the elementary school. We will do our warmups
first which the line leaders will lead. After warm-ups, you will then do your dynamic drills
again led by the line leaders. After the warm-ups and drills are completed we will do a
walk through safety lesson then break out into groups.

How do I know what group I will be in?

You will be assigned a group based on your responses on the google docs sheet. If you
want to run the mile, you will be assigned with the long distance team. Usually, the long
distance kids know exactly what they want to do and are the most disciplined group.
The LD team does not practice at the track but will literally run around town with Coach
Dailey on his bike. If you think you will be a jumper, you must try high jump. The general
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idea for long jump is that anyone can do long jump. Long jumpers can be made so they
are NOT a focus for assignment. We are looking for high jumpers! They are the priority,
and then the high jumpers will learn long jump. No, long distance runners are not long
jumpers. A sprinter may be called on to long jump if there is a shortage.  If you are a
thrower, you will probably learn shot put first. It's easier, and more strength is involved.
Discus is very difficult and it is a technique event. Start watching some youtube videos
on both shot and discus to give you an idea of what you will be learning. You will only
do  glide  shot  put....no  rotational!  Don't  decide  you  want  to  be  a  thrower  because
throwers  don't  run.  That's  just  not  true!  Speed  in  throws  is  extremely  important!
Sprinters will work first on different distances at different percentages. You will learn to
come out of the starting blocks. Yes, you must learn that! You get a fast start, you will
get a better time. You will learn to lean on the end of the race. You will learn correct
running technique. You will run hills to make you quicker.

Middle school coaches work very closely with high school coaches to get you ready for
the next level especially 8th graders.  Please do not rush the process.  All field events
are modified.  High jumpers and long jumpers only do partial runs in middle school.
Throwers will  learn the  glide in  shot  put  if  they are  proficient  on  a  power position.
Once an 8th grader is ready for “spinning” at discus, it will be on a modified basis.  There
are steps involved and the high school coaches do not want to have to reteach correct
technique.  

Can I try hurdles?

Hurdle practice is always at the end of practice. Hurdlers are picked on how well an
athlete can follow instructions. It is highly technical. Learning hurdles is a progression,
and you have to go through all the steps to properly train. Those returning athletes will
not start with beginners, and those athletes will be put more on an independent workout.
Again, it is a progression.  Hurdles will learn and work out on grass.

Are there any SAFETY RULES I have to know?

Anyone who attempts to use any equipment without supervision will sit out and watch
the practice! This includes hurdles, high jump, and any throwing equipment! The throw
area is OFF LIMITS to anyone but throwers. There will be no cutting through the throw
area to get to the other side of the track. There are no nets!  These rules are  non-
negotiable  and will be enforced by all  coaches. Any coach can and will enforce a sit
out for violation! They will also be sanitation procedures for thrower’s equipment. 

What should I wear?

You MUST wear sweats – shirt and pants. NO shorts! At the start of the season is when
injuries occur. Keeping your muscles warm is imperative! You will warm up and do your
drills in your sweats. A coach will tell you when you can remove. Just because the long
distance team can remove an article of clothing does not mean a sprinter can. There
may be different rules from your individual coach such as the throwing coach will allow



an athlete to remove his pants, but make him keep his sweatshirt on; while the sprint
coach will allow the sweatshirt to come off but not the pants. We base our decisions on
what is best for the athlete in our discipline. If you try to make an argument about it, you
will be sent to that discipline for the day. Also, if you show up without sweats, you will be
sent home.

What time does practice end?

We will finish practice at 4:30 Parents can pick up at the designated time outside the
gym entrance or done at the track if parents want to pick up there….especially if you
have to leave early. A coach will only wait with athletes until 5:00.  

What happens if I have to miss a practice or have to leave early?

If you have to miss a practice you have to e-mail Coach K at coachkamm47@gmail.com
and let  her know you will  be absent.  E-mail  the day before.  Also, if  you are a LD
athlete, you will have to let Coach Dailey and Coach K know! Remember that you must
have in 10 practices to participate.  If you have to miss a number of practices, please let
Coach  K  know.   We can  do an  “independent”  workout  for  you,  but  it  will  be  your
responsibility to fill out a calendar and turn in weekly.  Coaches will decide your workout
based on your discipline!  These athletes must work very closely with coaches!

How do I get put on a relay?

When coaches look for relay members, we  look at attendance. After that we will look
at ability to hand off in the correct format. Then we will look at athletes who can follow
directions, and finally at individual times. Often, the fastest athletes are NOT on a relay!

How does an athlete earn points?

If an athlete is running for points, and win first, they will be awarded 5 points. If you
come in 2nd, you will be awarded 3 points. If you come in 3rd, 1 point. Five points will
be  awarded to  the  winning  relay.  If  your  relay  wins  the  5  points,  it  will  be  divided
between the 4 athletes. Point totals are kept on the website and are updated after the
meet.  The  team  that  scores  the  most  points,  win.  Middle  school  can  only  score
100…..so we try for 51!

How do coaches select who runs for points?

For the first meet, the coaches will put athletes in for points based on their trial times.
When we have trials, it is important for you to be there and get times or measurements.
If you miss trials, then you will be put in a slower line.   So, the top three fastest 100 girls
will run for points. Numbers 4, 5, and 6 are trying to knock off number 3 to gain a spot.
For field events (jumps & throws) it goes by measurements. The longest throw and the
highest jumps will participate for points. It will be the top five. For throwers, your coach
will decide the day of the meet if you will be doing three and finals or four and done. He



will go over all this with you. The decision is based on weather, time factors, time, and
athletes doing other events – not necessarily OUR athletes.  Also, we time trial at the
cinder track.  You are running for placement.  Do not take those times seriously bc a
cinder track is much, much slower!

What if I get hurt?
Coaches will do everything we can to prevent injuries. Wearing sweats, drinking water,
and stretching will help. In the event of an injury, tell a coach. We will refer you to our
Athletic Trainer. She will work to get you back on the track as quickly as possible. Ms.
Bartal is the final word on whether you participate or not. In the event you go to the
doctor, you will be required to submit a return to play authorization (a recertification
form) from your doctor. The coaches and athletic trainer cannot override what a doctor
says. One area to realize is that most athletes are NOT in shape at the beginning of the
season.  Follow your coaches' instructions at the beginning.  Do NOT come out and try
to impress us with your athletic ability right away.  Impress us with behavior, following
instructions, and listening.  Running is progression.  If you come out too hard, expect
shin splints!  Do NOT try to “toughen” out shin splints.  Tell us right away.  

Discipline 

Discipline  issues do occur  unfortunately.   Frankly,  we do not  need them.   We are
incorporating a three strike rule.  Laps, more laps, sent home, sit out during meet, and
eventually we will ask for your uniform. Coaches monitor behaviors from bus to meets!

Are there any special events in track?
We do many different fun activities. Some track related, some not. Teams may run to
Philip  Arthur’s  for  ice  cream.  We  run  to  Chocolate  World.  We  also  acknowledge
Sportsmanship. We want to see examples of GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP! Shaking an
opponent's hand, helping move the blocks, picking up trash are all examples that we
look  for!  Being  a  good  role  model  is  very  important!  Any  athlete  can  be  awarded
sportsmanship and can be nominated by anyone!  We usually have an end of season
party or some kind of celebration.  It will not look the same this year, but we will be
creative and come up with something.

How can I help at a meet?

There are so many things that need to be done at a meet!  Getting out the starting
blocks, moving to the 200 line, returning starting blocks are just one example If you get
injured.....we  have  jobs  to  do.  If  you  only  run  one  event....you  will  be  working  at
something! Long jump will need at least 2 workers. High jump, 2 workers. Recorders,
timers, and runners are all needed.  We can not have a concession stand this season
so “helping” will mean working at meets!  

Do I need special shoes?



Maybe...it  depends. When you start  working out,  you should have a pair of running
shoes. Long distance athletes might want to have a couple pairs so they can change if
they get wet. Once the meets start up, runners may decide to get cleats. Okay with
coaches, but make sure you let your coach know before the day of the meet. You must
try them at the track at the high school. No, don't use cleats on the cinder track.

Jumpers – just a light pair of running shoes. If you long jump, you need a light pair for 
the sand pit. Bring another pair if sand annoys you.

Throwers – You want a light shoe with a flat bottom. Sometimes a pair of indoor soccer
shoes will serve the purpose. No, basketball shoes are the worst!

Sprinters & Long Distance runners – a good running shoe for practice.  Cleats make 
a difference especially for 2nd year runners.  

My advice as a coach is not to spend any money until you know you want to stick with 
track!

Anything I need to know?

I do my best to put everything on the website. I keep it up daily! Also, you can email any
questions you have to me at  coachkamm47@gmail.com -  I'll  answer!  If  you ask a
question at practice and I don't answer readily, I will probably get back with you later.
Practice is not always the best time to find out individual information. Keep up with
google docs because we will send you stuff whole group and individually. We will also
post the meet sheets on google docs so you know what you will be doing at the meet.
Do not expect coaches to tell you that day! We do assignments the nights before a meet
and put on google docs.

If you are a jumper or thrower and also run or hurdle, you must remind the coach to
send you a field meet sheet and a track meet sheet. One thing you can learn ahead of
time is the order of events! It is posted on the website. This will be reviewed daily by
the second week!

I can't stress enough to you to ask questions. There are many, many more of you than
coaches.  Also, your captains and lineleaders are a great resource.  They have already
gone through a season and can answer questions.  This season, we have two new field
coaches, so please send me your concerns.

Every year we go through “they said” concerns.  “They” is that group that no one is
known by name but knows everything.  Don’t listen to it.  If you hear something that you
need checked, e-mail me or check with a captain at school!  Most of the time it deals
with dismissal.  Again, no one on the team this season has ever competed in a PIAA
track meet.  



If you get sick at school, go home!  If you are sick, do not panic about number of 
practices.  We can work out individual make ups.  Just let me know!  Yes, I’ve 
written this years ago, and I mean it!!!

All athletes will travel by bus to away meets.  Your parents can take you home when 
you have completed your events.  But, you must be signed out by a parent.  If a parent 
does not sign you out, you will not go to away meets.  Only the custodial parent or 
guardian can take you from a meet. There will be a green bin outside the track with a 
clipboard for parents to sign you out.  We do check!  We will not leave a facility until 
every athlete is accounted for!

Invitationals

We are scheduled for Cedar Cliff already and we’ll look around for another one.  We do 
not take all the athletes to these events.  We take the top in events, and the events are 
all relays, combined scoring, etc.  You will learn more about it as we go along.  If you 
are busy those dates, let us know and we won’t consider you.  We consider all athletes 
and our first focus is always behavior!  


